Re-Vision Day Conference
Saturday 26th January 2019

‘There is a crack in everything’
At Wyboston Lakes, Bedfordshire MK44 3AL
As Re-Vision moves into its thirty first year, the 2019 day conference of the Winter Residential offers the
community time to re-visit and re-vision the ways that woundedness and imperfection open doorways
to a deepening relationship with the light, or grace, which soul brings. Leonard Cohen sings of this when
he says ‘… forget your perfect offering, there is a crack in everything, that’s how the light gets in…’
Although this teaching at Re-Vision has existed for thirty years, living with what is imperfect is difficult to
welcome and grasp; it is even more uncomfortable to put into practice. We are estranged from our
deeper nature and in exile from what we do not know. The cultural call to “do your best” is strongly ingrained as the only measure of worth or goodness. We are required to aim high.
Wounds of loss, brokenness, loss of meaning, disillusionment are seen as faults – qualities which shame
us, rather than being “lower education” opportunities which illuminate the path downwards and bring
us into a deeper relationship with source energy – what in Re-Vision we call the human soul.
This day is stand-alone part of a full weekend for the whole community (which also includes teaching for
our current students on the Friday and Sunday). It will invite further exploration of what it is to surrender
the habit of dependence on “presenting perfect offerings”. It will use the metaphor of the Japanese art
of Kintsugi which treats breakage and repair as part of the history and value of an object, rather than
something to disguise or hide. Through presentations from members of the Re-Vision community there
will be opportunities to workshop these themes together.
9.00 - 9.30
9.30 -11.00

Registration
Social Dreaming Matrix Social Dreaming is a way in which dreams can be under
stood on a social and collective level as well as the individual. Dreams are not inter
preted but simply shared, followed by a reflective dialogue. Antonia Boll is a Jungian
analyst, trainer and supervisor; Nuala Flynn is a Re-vision psychotherapist with an
MA in Imaginal Studies.

11.00 -11.30
11.30 - 12.45

Break
Keynote with Nicky Marshall
‘Forget your Perfect Offering’
In the therapy room, as in life, it can be hard to mine the imperfect, the mistaken, the
difficult, for the gold in the shadow which enriches the work (and life). With the increasing
emphasis in our profession on ‘standards’, ‘frameworks’ and evidenced based good prac
tice it can feel ever more difficult to see the value in our clumsiness, our misattunements
and the practice we may not feel good about - and yet, it is often in these most difficult
moments that something transformative can happen, if we can trust the process.

12.45 - 14.00
14.00 - 16.30

16.30 - 17.30

Lunch
Choice of workshops—see full descriptions attached
A: The Challenge of opening to the gift of mistakes and mishaps in
Clinical work with Anthea Benjamin and Sarah van Gogh
B: Cracked Pots with Deborah Berger and Deb Lyttleton
C: Fierce Grace with Nicky Marshall and Aoife Nic Charthaigh
D: Be Moved with Sissy Lykou and Mark van Gogh
E: Walking the Fault line—Moving with Ancestral Trauma
with Sophia Neville and Jo Roden
Coming Together with Mary Smail and Joan Crawford
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WORKSHOP DESCRIPTIONS

Workshop A
THE CHALLENGE OF OPENING TO THE GIFT OF MISTAKES AND
MISHAPS IN CLINICAL WORK
(for therapists and trainees already working with clients)
What goes on when we do or say things with clients that we
wish we had not? How do we save ourselves from falling into
shame or defensiveness when we make inevitable, human blunders in the therapy room? How can we be interested in and
come to a deeper understanding of what happens when we mis
-attune to our clients, and leave them feeling let down, misunderstood, or even rejected by us?
From the perspective of ‘ego’ we can see mishaps and mistakes
as proof that we were not skilled enough, and be critical of ourselves.
From the perspective of ‘soul’, we can see that whatever goes ‘
wrong' in the consulting space may be the precious thread that
leads us through the muck, to reach the gold of authentic compassion and relationship that is the bedrock of effective therapeutic work.
Anthea Benjamin is a UKCP registered integrative arts psycho-

therapist and trainer at Re-Vision

Sarah van Gogh is a trainer at Re-Vision and a counsellor and
supervisor in private practice.

Workshop B
CRACKED POTS
Building on the theme of cracked, this
workshop will explore the necessity of disintegration in order to rebuild something
imperfect but beautiful, as with the Japanese pots mended with gold. The idea of
the wounded healer emerging from the
cracked and broken self will be central to
the work and other stories will be introduced to deepen the theme. The workshop will have a creative and practical aspect when we will work experientially with
the notions of breakage and gold.
Deborah Berger is a tutor and supervisor at
Re-Vision , and works privately as a psychotherapist and supervisor.
Deb Lyttleton is Co-ordinator of Re-Vision's
low cost counselling service and works in
private practice as a psychotherapist and
supervisor.

Workshop C : FIERCE GRACE
I dreamt last night of a sea-snake-monster in murky waters. She was delicate, curious, and held herself just at
the meeting point between water and air. Can I welcome her? Can I feel my way to be part of her (again?).
Shame is one of the oldest and most deeply rooted emotions. With toxic intensity, it can’t be ignored, and yet
it also can’t be listened to. Desperate to be free of its maddening grip, the dissociation of shamelessness cuts
us off from our humanity: body, mind and soul.
This workshop asks if we might find a gentler approach. What if we could stretch our capacity to tolerate its
closeness? What might happen if we stay connected with what happens in shame? Can we tell a story from
within shame- instead of commenting upon it? Perhaps, being able to listen to it, allowing it to transform us
into something inhuman, might in time allow us to become more human. More connected to others’ humanity, more connected to something ‘other’ as well.
What is the secret the sea-snake-monster knows?
Nicky Marshall is Training Director and a senior trainer at Re-Vision. Aoife Nic Charthaigh is a tutor at ReVision and a Re-Vision trained psychotherapist.
Workshop D
“BE MOVED’
This workshop will explore the interaction between drummers and dancers, sound and
movement, rhythm and the body. There will
be an opportunity to dance or play percussion;
please bring a percussion instrument (drum,
bell, shaker) if you have one.
Sissy Lykou is a UKCP registered integrative
psychotherapist, dance movement psychotherapist and supervisor.
Mark van Gogh is a UKCP registered integrative psychotherapist, drummer and rhythmaholic.

Workshop E
‘WALKING THE FAULT LINE’ – MOVING WITH ANCESTRAL
TRAUMA
Moving into the ancestral rhythm we will tell our Ancestors’
stories as we know or imagine them to be and give honour to
the fault line that has brought us here today. Using story,
body and movement we will try to connect ourselves to what
we know of the past that both haunts and inspires us onwards. And in so doing we will pay homage to the paths that
have been trodden before us and we may find something that
has been lost or is asking for attention.
Sophia Neville is a trainer and supervisor with long term interest in healing of generational trauma. Jo Roden is a trainer
and supervisor with an interest in trauma and the family
matrix.
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To book, please use the form below or call the office 0208 357 8881 or email tara@revision.org.uk with the following details
PLEASE NOTE THIS FORM IS FOR THE DAY CONFERENCE ONLY. IF YOU WISH TO ATTEND
FOR THE WHOLE WEEKEND, PLEASE USE THE GUEST AND GRADUATE BOOKING FORM
Name: …………………………………….…………………….... Phone No: ….….…………..….………………………..
Email Address: …………………………………………………..…...……..…………………………………………………..
Are you a Re-Vision graduate or former student? ………………………………………………………………..
If not, please describe your connection with Re-Vision…………………………………………………………
Please give your first, second and third choice of afternoon workshop (A, B, C, D or E as described on the attached sheet). We will try to allocate everyone to their first choice if we
can. Please note that workshop A is only open to those who are working with clients as a
therapist or stage 2 or 3 student.
1st choice:………….
2nd choice:………..
3rd choice:………...
Payment in full of £120 will secure your place on the day conference.
Early bird discount of £110 if payment is received by 10 December 2018.
No graduate discount is available for this event.
Cheques payable to
‘Revision Ltd’
bank transfer via: Co-operative Bank, 08-92-99
Account name: Revision Ltd;
a/c no: 65301472;
Reference: Minding space/your name.
or Cheques payable to
‘Revision Ltd’ to Re-Vision, 97 Brondesbury Road NW6 6RY
Cancellations Policy: Up to 1 month prior to event: 75% refund; within 1 month: 50% refund; within a week:

How to get to Wyboston Lakes:
By car: The Training Centre, Wyboston Lakes, Bedfordshire MK44 3AL is just off the A1. See
www.wybostonlakes.co.uk for a map or call 0333 7007666.
By rail: The nearest rail station to Wyboston Lakes is St Neots on the First Capital Connect
or Great Northern lines. It is 50 minutes from London King’s Cross. St Neots and Sandy
train stations are both 10 minutes’ drive away.
no refund. If the event is cancelled, you will receive a full refund.
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